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Stockbridge Bowl Stewardship Commission – 8:00 am, July 15, 2020 

Present: Roxanne McCaffrey (RM), Charles Kenny (CK), Jamie Minacci (JM), Michael Nathan(MN), Gary 

Johnston (GJ), Michael Buffoni (MB), Jim Wilusz (JW), Gary Kleinerman (GK) late arrival 

Other attendees: Laurie Dubner, Richard Seltzer, Carla Krasnick 

Absent: Thomas Schuler 

Chairman Michael Nathan called the meeting to order 

Welcome Jaime Minacci new SBSC representative from Conservation Commission (MN) 

 Approve Minutes from July 1, 2020 meeting  

CK pointed out that there should be an addition to the minutes regarding Steve Mack from Foresight’s 

contribution to the July 1, 2020 meeting.   

CK made a motion that with the amendment regarding Foresight, the minutes be accepted. MB second 

MN, CK, MB, RM, GJ vote aye, minutes accepted (JM abstain) 

MN asks for a volunteer to take the minutes – no volunteers 

 DEP Order of Condition discussion pertaining to Herbicide testing Select Board and Con Comm 

MN asks JM for the status of the DEP order of conditions (herbicide) 

JM responds what she can share ithat Town Counsel Rebejah (Lacey) has made changes to the ConComm conditions 

which were “almost accepted” by Richard Seltzer (SBA President) and there will be another Executive Session of the 

Conservation Commission on July 28th. 

MN states that the “main overlook (of the SBSC) is for recreational use of the Bowl” and that the DEP has made it 

difficult for weed harvesting to move forward by “lumping the weed harvester NOI with the herbicide NOI” asking for 

confirmation from Jamie and Roxanne. 

RM responds “not precisely” RM clarifies that one of the SBSC’s concerns is recreation but that the commission was 

formed to do ongoing stewardship of the lake, watershed and ecosystem. RM explains that she has spoken with State 

Rep. Smitty Pignatelli about the problems with the weed harvester NOI and there have been discussions about 

scheduling a meeting with Mike Gorski (Western Regional Director, DEP). JM responds to “echo what Roxanne said” it is 

also the stewardardship of the habitat; that fish and wildlife is also a concern for the ConComm. 

RM explained that currently a number has been issued for the NOI with the requirement that a comprehensive Lake 

Management Plan be in place; the Town is negotiating for that requirement to be conditional. I.e. that as long as we are 

preparing a Plan with a possible date certain for completion, that we be allowed to do weed harvesting. The Town is 

awaiting a response from NHESP and Rep. Pignatelli is assisting in moving this process along. 
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MN asked if during the meeting with DEP was it mentioned that a dredging project may be undertaken at the same time 

as the herbicide project and asked if DEP would permit two projects of restorative nature be allowed to move forward 

simultaneously. 

JM stated that the dredging was not on the forefront of ConComm conversations. 

RM deferred to Richard since he was a party to the conversations with the DEP and had first hand knowledge.  

MN stated he wanted to know if the Town had knowledge of the DEP’s awareness of multiple projects. RM said the DEP 

were aware of dredging, hydroraking, herbicide and weed harvesting and pointed out that during a test (herbicide) the 

DEP may not want multiple variables that could impact the test and that it needed to be confirmed with the DEP. 

Richard Seltzer (RS) shared that Ron Brouker for the ConComm, Terry Flynn as Select Board Chair and Town Counsel 

attended a meeting in Springfield on January 22, 2020 with the DEP, Fisheries * Wildlife and NHESP. He stated he (RS) 

was in attendance and that talthugh the focus was on the herbicide program, they were aware of the dredging project 

and raised no objections. 

MN mentioned that GZA has asked that the Town contact them regarding a possible change order (dredging project). 

RM will follow up. 

 Zebra Mussel update 

MN Is Gary Kleinerman here (not present yet). MN asks Mike (Buffoni) do you know if the Zebra Mussel station is being 

manned? MB indicats he has spoken with someone at DCR and that a check had been sent several weeks ago for $6.000 

(grant money) and has asked Karen Williams, treasurer if it had been received. Karen has said it has not been received. 

We urrently have no Zebra Mussel monitors. 

MN asked RM if the Town can make funds available for the Zebra Mussel program. RM responded that first order of 

business should be contacting DCR and having the original issuance cancelled and requesting an immediate new 

payment be issued. Secondarily, she indicated she will ask Mark Webber, Town Administrator and Ray Ellsworth that if 

payment was not possible from the DCR, can a transfer of funds be made to fund the Zebra Mussel station. 

 Discussion on financing and responsibility by all of Berkshires  

To be postponed to next meeting. 

 Lake Management Plan – how to move forward 

MN spoke about a meeting he and Gary Wellencamp had with NHESP about the dredging project wherein the NHESP 

stressed the importance of a lake management plan.  He said the last plan was done in 1996 by Fugro whih was the basis 

of the 3D (diversion pipe, dredging & drawdown) project between the Town and the SBA. MN called limnologists Bob 

Kortmann and Ken Wagner to discuss this with them. He stated we need a professional lake management plan. 

CK asked for clarification of the representation at the meeting with NHESP. MN responded Greg Wellencamp was 

appointed to represent the town (with no contractual authority) and he, MN was asked by Greg Wellencamp to assist. 

RM confirmed Greg Wellencamp’s appointment and limitations of authority.  
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MN said Dr. Kortmann said we should wait until the end of the year when we have more data to do a lake management 

plan. MN went on to describe a conversation with Roxanne thon July 14th saying she was against hiring any outside 

consultants and the Town was not going to pay any organization to write up a plan and suggesting that SBSC member be 

assigned projects which he disagrees with.  

RM responded that the SBSC needs to start the process of defining the areas of concern and building a framework for a 

lake management plan; that each member should address their area of expertise. That currently we cannot allocate 

funds for professional assistance, that both Dr. Kortmann and Christopher Mayne of GZA have worked on plans for other 

lakes and are willing to assist. She stated that funding might be voted on in a special Town meeting in 

September/October. She stated that she is not against bringing on experts for the finalization of that plan.  She stated 

that it must be  living document, reviewed annually and modified as conditions change. 

MN “Roxanne will you take this on? Will you be the head of this?” 

RM “…we all should be involved…yes, I would be happy to.” 

R spoke to the fact that a lake management plan is a daunting task and that they are data driven.,  

RM indicated she was not suggesting that everyone just give their opinion about what should be done. She pointed out 

that fo rinstance, Conservation Commission has the data about wildlife and aquatic plants and Jamie could obtain that 

information, as could Charles Kenny about cyanobacteria, Gary Kleinerman and Mike Buffoni regarding Zebra Mussel 

information and defining each areas particular concerns. 

JM Agreed with Roxanne’s approach starting to put together the basics and using a professional when funding is 

available. She stated we have “many intelligent, resourceful  people” who can gather the basic categories. 

CK Agrees with Kortmann that we do not have enough data to put together a definitive plan, but agrees with Roxanne 

that we have the capability to begin to identify goals representing  the various stakeholder groups. He pointed out that 

when the BOH recommended a lake monitoring program, the Town acted and has implemented a testing program. “We 

need to have intermediate action plans” and we agree to cooperate, having done so. He stated that one of the functions 

that is most important is to have a dialogue in this group to establish a set of goals that previously  were contradictory. 

“We need to begin to compromise, we need to begin to move forward”. He indicated that this group should bring the 

goals together as a unified group. “That is our job”. 

MN “Roxanne, let’s put together an outline of issues” He said he has found that it is a difficult process to get agreement 

of a set of rules. 

RM States she sent out a number of files to SBSC members including a template (brought up on share screen) all of 

which can be used for guidance. 

CK Motion to by the next meeting assign certain goals. MN states two week from now may be difficult; he will be away 

but everything is virtual. RM second MN asked CK to repeat the motion CK By the next meeting we have a set of goals 

and assign prople to do research on those goals to bring back to the SBSC so we can put together a set of goals that we 

might bring to a potential consultant for a lake management plan. JM We need to do a roll call (vote). RM Aye, MB Aye, 

CK Aye,GJ Aye,  MN Aye,   

CK Motion to have a rotating assignment of minute taker. JM second RM Aye, MB Aye, GJ Aye,  MN will assign minute 

taking. 
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 Harvester- Status of NOI- update 

MN speaks about a petition that went out signed by individuals about the lack of weed harvesting. MN asks RM is weed 

harvesting NOI is recreational or restorative. RM clarified that currently it is a restoration project RM relates that she 

just took a call from Rep. Pignatelli saying NHESP received the formal application July 7th and they have 30 days to 

respond. 

GK Apologizes for late attendance; asks to be filled in on Zebra Mussel discussion. MN answers that MB weighedin in his 

absence and that RM would look into the financing. 

MN – Meeting adjourned 9:12 am 


